Table
Soccer
A n i n d o o r, n o n - c o n t a c t " b o r e d " g a m e
For those unable to travel to France (or unable to get accommodations) Table Soccer
is the next best thing to being there.

Suggested Table Soccer Rules

Assembly Instructions

Table Soccer is played by two players taking
turns "kicking" (flicking with a finger) the "ball"
(folded triangle) into a goal enclosure. Game is
concluded when your manager shows up.

Ball and Goals

A goal is counted when, after the "ball" is
"kicked" and comes to rest, any part of the
soccer ball graphic breaks the plane of the
opponent's goal enclosure. It is not a goal if only
an edge of the triangle, but not part of the soccer
ball graphic crosses the plane.

1) Print this page.
2) Ball: Cut out the shaded area
of the ball, and fold three times
(maintaining a triangular
shape). Tuck in the remaining
flap to form a triangular "ball"
with soccer ball graphic on
both sides.

tuck into fold

3) Goals: Cut out the shaded area
of the two goals and fold per
instructions.

1) Print two copies of page two on
heavy paper .
2) Glue together the two halves,
overlapping the mid field line.
3) Glue the two goals where
indicated.
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The first player (determined by coin toss) begins
the game by kicking off. For a kick off, the "ball"
is placed anywhere along the middle line (the
white line running through the circle in the center
of the field). Once the "ball" is placed, the
opponent then positions one finger anywhere
within the rectangular goal area to defend his
goal. Once in place, the ball and the finger must
remain stationary until the "kick". NOTE: a finger
may be used to defend a goal ONLY during a kick
off, not when the ball is in play.
If the kick off scores a goal, then the second
player kicks off toward first player's goal. A kick
off follows every score. If the "kick" comes to rest
outside the goal, the "ball" changes possession
and is "kicked" from where it stops. When the
"ball" is in play, goals cannot be defended. If the
"ball" goes out of bounds, the "ball" changes
possession and is "kicked" from the white line
where it left the field. Since the "ball" is in play,
the opponent's goal is not defended.

Ball

Goals

Apply glue in this area for one half of the field

On the other half of the field, cut along the dotted line and overlay the field onto the fist half (with glue).

glue area for goal
glue area for goal

glue area for goal

